8th Grade Legacy Planner
I can evaluate information to identify priorities. (CCSSR7)

What progress can you bring to your school and community?

Make a contribution to your school or community.
It will be an eighth grade legacy.

Start Here.

Which will you help:

_____ school      ____ community
(If you help either one you help the other.)

What kinds of projects could you do?
Here are some examples.
Plant a tree.
Paint a place.
Raise money to pay for a change people need.
Make a web page of service learning opportunities in the community.
Write a letter to the alderman to ask for help making a change.

Your turn—add other projects that would make a lasting legacy.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Choose the project that will:

Make a lasting difference
Be important to the school and community
Is something your class has the time and skills to complete.